Abstract-Amplitudes and shapes of extracellular recordings from single neurons cultured on a substrate embedded microelectrode depend not only on the volume conducting properties of the neuron-electrode interface, but might also depend on the distribution of voltage-sensitive channels over the neuronal membrane. In this paper, finite-element modeling is used to quantify the effect of these channel distributions on the neuron-electrode contact. Slight accumulation or depletion of voltage-sensitive channels in the sealing membrane of the neuron results in various shapes and amplitudes of simulated extracellular recordings. However, estimation of channel-specific accumulation factors from extracellular recordings can be obstructed by co-occuring ion currents and defect sealing. Experimental data from cultured neuron-electrode interfaces suggest depletion of sodium channels and accumulation of potassium channels.
. Mediation of the neuron-electrode interface in extracellular recording. Due to current densities, arising from the neuronal membrane a potential distribution exists in the sealing gap which can be probed by the electrode.
neuronal membrane and the substrate. Bioelectrical activity can be observed due to a related potential distribution in this resistive gap, which is probed by the electrode (Fig. 1) .
However, such a potential distribution only occurs if the bioelectrical activity results in a membrane current density into the sealing gap. It is demonstrated that this current density can be suppressed due to mutual canceling of ionic and capacitive membrane current densities. Total cancellation occurs if the voltage-sensitive ion channels are uniformly distributed over the membrane of the neuronal soma (which has no axon or dendrites) [5] . Hence, besides the mediating properties of the sealing gap also the distribution of ion channels might play a major role in extracellular recording.
In literature, several mechanisms are identified which affect the distribution of channels over the neuronal membrane. In the first place, the expression of channels is a dynamic process, as is the insertion and internalization of channels in the membrane [6] . Disturbance of this process, e.g., by enzymatical removal or axotomy due to dissociation during culturing, can affect the local distribution of channels [7] . Additionally, the inserted channels might migrate over the membrane due to diffusion or electrophoresis, or be immobilized to the cytoskeleton or to adhesion molecules involved in cell-cell couplings [8] - [11] . In both cases, the channel densities in the substrate adhesion region of a cultured neuron are likely to differ from the rest of the membrane, which will contribute to a potential distribution in the sealing gap.
For further development of neuron-electrode contacts, it is important to consider (1) if differences in channel distributions can explain the different shapes and amplitudes of extracellular recordings and (2) if the accumulation or depletion of channels in the adhesion region can be estimated from extracellular recordings. Therefore, finite-element modeling of the neuronelectrode interface is used to gain a quantitative insight into the influence of the distribution of voltage-sensitive channels on extracellular recording. The model permits simulation of the neuron-electrode contact for a variety of interface geometries and includes the electrical behavior voltage-sensitive channels in the membrane. Accumulation or depletion of channels in the adhesion region is defined using a set of channel-specific accumulation factors, which are varied in several simulations. The possibility of estimating channel distributions from their contributions to the extracellular and intracellular recordings is considered. Finally, some experimentally obtained intracellular and extracellular recordings are presented and interpreted as an illustration.
II. METHODS

A. Finite Element Model (FEM)
In previous work, an FEM of the neuron-electrode interface is already presented in detail, assuming only passive membrane properties [12] . The mathematics of this model will be repeated briefly and extended by addition of voltage-sensitive channels in the membrane.
The neuron is modeled as a circular soma of radius , with a parabolic height profile (Fig. 2) . The neuron is positioned with an eccentricity on top of the electrode with radius . A sealing gap of thickness is modeled between the soma and the substrate or the electrode. The axon and dendrites of the neuron are not included in the model.
The medium surrounding the interface, including the sealing gap, is represented by a three-dimensional volume conductor. This volume is meshed with tetrahedral shaped volume elements which permit numerical solutions of the Poisson equation (1) with the electrical potential and S/m the conductivity of the medium. The nodes at the outer boundary of the meshed volume conductor are set to zero potential, representing a distant counter electrode.
The potentials at the membrane nodes are defined as transmembrane potentials, i.e., with respect to an intracellular potential , and represented by a vector with the number of membrane nodes. Similarly, the nodes at the electrode surface are defined as trans-electrode-electrolyte potentials, i.e., with respect to the electrode metal potential , and represented by a vector , with the number of nodes at the electrode surface. The local currents into the membrane and electrode nodes, represented by the vectors and respectively, can be expressed as the sum of contributions from the local potentials, and , and the stimulation currents injected to the electrode node or the intracellular node, and (2) with and derived from the meshed volume conductor. In this paper, intracellular stimulation is applied by injecting a current, , into the intracellular node. No current is injected into the node representing the electrode metal, so . Furthermore, the electrode potential and intracellular potential are computed as (3) with and also derived from the meshed volume conductor.
Although it is known that the neuronal membrane can contain a large variety of different voltage-sensitive ion channels [14] - [17] , a relatively simple description of a chick dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neuron is used, as presented by Bove et al. [3] . Only one type of sodium channel and one type of potassium channel is considered. Therefore, for each node , the time derivative of the local membrane potential is computed from the local membrane current and the ion-specific membrane current (4) with the membrane area represented by node and F/cm , the membrane capacity per unit area. In (4), the reversal potentials are set to 50 mV, 82 mV, and 65 mV (according to [3] ). The leakage conductance is computed as , with mS/cm (according to [3] ). The local ion-specific voltage-sensitive sodium and potassium conductances are determined by the activation and inactivation factors ( and ) and by the local maximum ion-specific conductivities ( and )
Nonuniform channel distributions will result in altered local maximum Na and K conductivities, and . In this paper, the accumulation or depletion of channels in the adhesion region of the membrane are defined in terms of the average membrane properties as are observed using whole cell recording techniques (6a) (6b) with channel-specific accumulation factors and and average ion-specific conductivities and . As a consequence, the maximum conductivities in the upper membrane are determined by
The definitions in (6) and (7) result in the average ion-specific conductivities, and , as long as (8a,b) and the total membrane area, the area of the free part of the membrane, and the area of the adhesion region. The average ion-specific conductivities 15 mS/cm , 3.2 mS/cm are used, according to [3] .
The time derivatives of the local Na inactivation and K activation constants, and , respectively, are computed as
with the description of the channel dynamics by and adopted from the above-mentioned chick DRG model [3] . The local Na activation constant, , is considered to be very fast and is, therefore, computed directly from as according to the same model.
The time derivatives of the local potentials at the electrode surface are computed for each node, assuming a capacitive nature of the platinized electrode (10) with the electrode area represented by node and F/cm the electrode capacity per unit area, based on an impedance of 400 k at 1 kHz, of a platinized electrode of 10-m diameter.
The total set of partial difference equations (PDEs) is solved numerically in MATLAB version 5.3 (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA), using a variable order solver, based on numerical differentiation formulas, (ODE15s) with a maximum time-step of 10 s. The initial conditions at 0 were taken 65 mV and 0. After solving the set of PDEs, all ionspecific and capactitive membrane currents can be extracted from the computed membrane potentials and channel activation constants.
B. Estimation of Channel Distributions
For evaluation and improvement of neuron-electrode contacts it is important to estimate the accumulation or depletion of channels in the adhesion region. In previous work, the FEM model is used for studying the effect of geometry on intracellular and extracellular stimulation and recording [12] . It was demonstrated that, in absence of voltage-sensitive channels, the extracellular response,
, to an intracellular stimulus current, , can be described using the sealing resistance, , and the electrical equivalent fraction of the membrane, , which is probed by the electrode (11) with the (assumed to be uniformly distributed) membrane current density without open channels, due to the stimulation current. It is clear that the exact current density distribution can not be reconstructed from one extracellular potential, . Instead, (11) is used for determination of the effective uniformly distributed current density through the lower membrane, required to explain the total measured extracellular response (i.e., including the contributions from ion channels) (12) The neuron-electrode contact is simulated for several Na channel densities in the lower membrane: uniform distribution , depletion and accumulation . The results are organized in columns for each case ( Fig. 3 ) and include Na and capacitive current density distributions, the total current density distribution, the distribution of extracellular potentials around the neuron and the intracellular and extracellular potentials. In all cases, an action potential is evoked by intracellular stimulation with a rectangular current pulse of 100 pA. The shape of this intracellular action potential is not affected by the local changes in the Na channel density since the total number of channels in the membrane is not altered, due to the definitions in (7) and (8) . The ionic contribution to this current density can be obtained by subtraction of a capacitive component, which is also assumed to be uniformly distributed and can be determined using the derivative of the intracellular potential and the membrane capacity per unit area (13) This effective ionic current density is ruled by the accumulation and/or depletion of the ion channels in the lower membrane and can also be expressed as the sum of all separate ion-specific current densities, scaled to the accumulation factors defined in (6) (14) Accumulation or depletion of channels in the sealing gap will result in a deviation of the effective lower membrane ionic current density from the average ionic current density, which is the sum of all average ion-specific current densities (15) this average ionic current density can be estimated from the stimulus current and the derivative of the intracellular potential, according to (16) As a consequence of (14) and (15), the ratio between the current densities, as determined using (13) and (16), contains information about the effective accumulation or depletion of ion chan- Third column: Accumulation of Na channels ( = 1:2). All other membrane parameters are uniformly distributed over the total membrane area. Intracellular stimulation is applied, using a rectangular current pulse of 100 pA starting at t = 1 ms. In the upper three rows, local current densities at t = 4:5 ms (marked by the vertical lines in the diagrams) are represented by the colored regions on the cellular surfaces (from top to bottom: sodium, capacitive, and total current density, respectively). In the fourth row, the extracellular potential distribution at t = 4:5 ms is depicted. Below each column, the intracellular and extracellular potentials are plotted versus time.
nels in the lower membrane. Therefore, an accumulation factor, , is estimated as (17) If only Na channels are open, i.e., , then Na currents dominate in (14) and (15) and the estimated accumulation factor, , reflects the Na accumulation factor, . Similarly, if only K channels are open, i.e., , the K accumulation factor, , is reflected. It should be noted that if more channel types are open at the same time, the estimated accumulation factor must be regarded as a weighted average of multiple channel accumulation factors.
C. Experiments
Dorsal root ganglions are dissected from neonatal (P3) rats, enzymatically dissociated (collagenase and trypsin) and plated on a MEA with 61 hexagonally ordered electrodes of 10 m in diameter (impedance 200-500 k at 1 kHz). From observation using phase contrast microscopy, electrodes are selected which are completely covered by a neuron. Sealing resistances are measured using impedance spectroscopy. The intracellular potential of the neuron is measured at room temperature (23 C) using a whole cell current clamp configuration [13] . Pipette filling solution contains (in mM): 140 KCl, 10 NaCl, 1 CaCl , 2 MgCl , 10 EGTA, 10 HEPES 2 ATP-Mg, pH 7.2. The extracellular solution contains (in mM): 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1 CaCl , 6 Glucose, 1 MgCl , 10 HEPES, pH 7.2. Intracellular stimulation is applied by injection of rectangular current pulses of 150 ms, ranging from 300 to 760 pA. The intracellular and extracellular responses are digitized and stored for offline analysis.
III. RESULTS
A. Influence of Channel Distributions
During the rising phase of the action potential, inward Na current densities occur over the entire membrane, depending on the Na channel distribution (top row). The capacitive current density, driven by the derivative of the membrane potentials opposes the Na currents (second row). At this moment, the contribution of other ionic current densities (K and Cl ) to the total current density is very small, so the resulting membrane current density is mainly determined by the sum of the Na and capacitive current densities (third row). The total current through the membrane, which is the sum of all ionic and capacitive currents is ruled by the injected stimulation current.
When the Na channels are uniformly distributed ( , first column), the local Na and capacitive current densities will compensate each other, resulting in a uniformly distributed membrane current density without relation to the bioelectrical activity of the neuron. Due to this current density, a potential distribution builds up in the sealing gap, which depends only on the stimulus current. As a result, no bioelectrical activity is observed in the extracellular recording.
When local differences in Na channel densities are introduced, the magnitude of the Na current density also differs locally over the membrane. However, the capacitive current density is still (almost) uniformly distributed, since the differences in the (derivatives) of the local transmembrane potentials remain small. Hence, these two current densities will not compensate locally, resulting in a Na -dependent current density in the sealing gap. With Na depletion ( , second column), the magnitude of the capacitive current density locally exceeds the Na current density and an outward current density occurs, resulting in a positive spike in the extracellular recording. Similarly, accumulation of Na ( , third column) results in a negative spike.
Both shape and amplitude of the extracellular recording depend on the distribution of channels, as appears from simulations with several accumulation factors for Na and K channels (Fig. 4) . Although the intracellular potential is not affected by the Na and K channel distributions (top row), the extracellular recordings differ (second row). A nonuniform Na channel distribution appears as a fast peak during the rising phase of the intracellular action potential followed by a slow wave during the falling phase. This positive slow wave is the result of inward Na current densities due to the still activated Na channels (full inactivation at ms) combined with an increasing difference between the membrane potential andthe Na equilibrium potential ( mV). Nonuniform K channel distributions result in a more slow wave during the falling phase of the action potential, which occur in these simulations at the same time as the slow Na wave described above. Contrary to depletion of Na channels, a depletion of K channels in the lower membrane results in a negative wave in the extracellular response.
B. Estimation of Channel Distributions
For interpretation of experimental data it would be useful to know to what extend the distributions of different ion channels, i.e., accumulation or depletion in the sealing gap, can be estimated from intracellular and extracellular recordings. For this purpose, the average ionic current density and the effective lower membrane ionic current densities are computed using (12), (13) and (16) . The required sealing resistance, 3.12 M , and electrical equivalent fraction of the membrane, 0.123, was computed in previous work for the same geometry of the neuron-electrode interface [12] . The results are plotted in the third row of Fig. 4 . During the rising phase of the action potential, fast negative current density peaks occur due to the influx of Na ions. The slow positive waves during the falling phase of the action potential are mainly due to outward K current densities. A depletion of Na channels causes a deviation of the lower membrane ionic current densities ( at ) from the average ionic current density during almost the entire action potential [ Fig. 4(a) ]. Variation of the K channel densities ( at ) only affects the slow waves of the lower membrane ionic current density, the fast peak during the rising phase of the intracellular potential does not differ from the average ionic current density. This means that no K currents occur during the fast peak and that this peak is only determinedby the Na and the Cl current density (of which the latter is negligibly small: mS/cm and mS/cm ). . . . ; 1:6) . The average ionic current density, i ; ion, and the lower membrane current density, i , are computed from the intracellular and extracellular potentials using (12), (13) , and (16) . From these current densities, the estimated accumulation factor, , is computed using (17) .
The derived ionic current densities and are used for estimation of the accumulation factor, , according to (17) (Fig. 4, fourth row) . To avoid numerical noise, is only computed at times at which pA/ m . The estimated accumulation factors appear to vary as a function of time. In Fig. 4(a) , the estimated accumulation factor reaches the simulated accumulation factor at the minimum of the fast peak. During the slow wave, however, a channel accumulation of is computed, which deviates from the simulated accumulation factor. This erroneous value is due to the outward K membrane current densities which during the slow wave also contribute to and . Therefore, the estimated accumulation factor should be interpreted with respect to the Na accumulation factor when no other ionic currents are present, i.e., at the minimum of the fast peak. This also holds in Fig. 4(b) , (c) where
. The co-occurence of several ionic current densities will also cause errors when is used for the estimation of , as can be seen from Fig. 4(b) , (c). Both the depletion and the accumulation of channels are biased by the inward Na current density (and probably the leakage current density) and does not reflect properly.
C. Influence of Geometry
From previous work it is known that, besides the distribution of channels, also the geometry of the neuron-electrode interface affects the extracellular recording. In order to see how the estimation of channel distributions is affected by the interface geometry, simulations are performed in which the geometry is varied from complete to defect sealing. In Fig. 5 , a neuron with a radius of m is shifted of an electrode of radius m. An accumulation factor of 0.5 is assumed to ensure a substantial extracellular recording.
The extracellular recording is simulated at several eccentricities from complete ( and m) to defect sealing ( m and m). When the eccentricity increases, the amplitude of the extracellular recording decreases. At m, the neuron still covers the electrode partially, resulting in a small extracellular response. This response disappears when the coverage expires ( m). Although the extracellular recordings decrease in amplitude, the computed average ionic current densities do not change as long as the sealing remains complete. However, a defect sealing causes an increase in the observed , especially during the fast peak ( m). This would corrupt the estimated accumulation factor and especially its interpretation concerning . At m, and are almost equal, suggesting an accumulation factor of during the entire actionpotential. This does not surprise since the passive coupling is almost annihilated, which impedes the observability of the channel distributions. However, for small sealing defects, Fig. 5 . Simulation of the neuron-electrode contact for geometries from complete (x = 0 and 12 m) to defect sealing (x = 18 and 27 m). Other geometry parameters are the same as in Fig. 4 . Action potentials are elicited by intracellular stimulation with 300 pA (first row). Due to depletion of Na channels ( = 0:5), bioelectrical activity is observed in the extracellular recordings (second row) which decreases with the eccentricity of the neuron. From the intracellular and extracellular potential, the average and lower membrane ionic current densities are estimated (third row).
as with , this passive coupling is still present in certain extent ( mV/pA, computed for this geometry in [12] ) and should be sufficient for extracellular recording. The erroneous observation of is due to the interaction between the extracellular volume conductor (including the sealing gap) and the electrode-electrolyte interface. At m, part of the electrode surface is sealed by the neuron and the free part of the surface contacts the extracellular space. Due to the capacitive nature of the electrode-electrolyte interface, high-frequency currents from the lower membrane can escape from the sealing gap by entering the electrode through the sealed part and leaving through the free part of the surface. The contribution of these currents to the potential distribution in the sealing gap is, therefore, less than of low-frequency currents. This leakage effect depends on the electrode impedance, as can be seen from Fig. 6 . These simulation results are obtained with electrode impedance varying from 200 k to 2 M at 1 kHz ( F/cm ). The extracellular responses decrease with decreasing electrode impedance and also loose their high-frequency content. The slow wave, following the fast peak, is not affected.
D. Experimental Data
As an illustration of the relevance of the simulated results, some experimental data is added. The culturing procedure resulted in healthy neuronal cultures on MEAs. However, the probability of complete coverage was very low. In Fig. 7 , Fig. 6 . Effect of electrode impedance on extracellular recording for the same geometry as used in Fig. 4 (defect sealing, x = 18 m) . While the intracellular recording remains unchanged, the fast peak in the extracellular recording (bottom trace) is affected when the electrode impedance is decreased from 2 M to 200 k at 1 kHz. three series of current clamp measurements are presented together with the extracellular response. These measurements are obtained from two cultured neuron-electrode interfaces at 1 DIV. From neuron 1, the observed extracellular shapes changed during the patch clamp and are, therefore, presented separately as 1a and 1b, respectively. After initial subthreshold stimulation, intracellular action potentials are observed. All extracellular recordings consist of a passive response to the injected stimulus current. In case of suprathreshold stimulation, the extracellular recording also contains a response to the action potential in the neuron. Although the morphology of the intracellular action potentials is almost the same in both neurons, large differences in both shape and amplitude are observed between the extracellular recordings.
The measured intracellular and extracellular responses to the stimulus pulse with the highest amplitude are selected for further examination (Fig. 8) . The extracellular response of neuron 1b (second diagram on second row) consists of a fast peak during the rising phase of the intracellular action potential. The response of neuron 2 exhibits a slower wave of less amplitude, which occurs during the falling phase of the action potential. The response of neuron 1a looks like a linear combination of both shapes. The access resistances, , and cell capacity, , are determined from the intracellular recordings. Also, the total membrane area is derived from the cell capacity and the passive response,
, to the stimulus current was estimated just after the pulse onset (see also Fig. 7) . These values are listed in Table I , together with the product of the passive contact parameters using (11) . The electrical equivalent fraction of the membrane involved in the contact, , is computed using the sealing resistance, , which is measured using impedance spectroscopy.
The intracellular recordings were corrected for the access resistances in the patch pipette. Subsequently, the average and lower membrane ionic current densities, and , are computed using (12), (13) , and (16) . Furthermore, the estimated accumulation factor, , is computed using (17) for times at which pA/ m . For neuron 1b, only deviates from during the fast peak. During this peak, reaches a minimum of pA/ m , while reaches a minimum of only pA/ m . The estimated accumulation factor reaches a value of at the minimum of the fast peak of , suggesting a Na channel depletion in the lower membrane [cfg. Fig. 4(a) ].
For neuron 2, the deviation between and occurs only during the slow wave. The maximum of (1.3 pA/ m ) exceeds the maximum of (0.81 pA/ m ), which suggests an K accumulation of [cfg. Fig. 4(c) ]. However, according to the simulation results this is not likely to be a true estimate. Similarly, the data from neuron 1a can be explained by simultaneous depletion of Na and accumulation of K . However, more accurate estimates cannot be obtained.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Effects of Channel Distributions
The neuron-electrode interfaces considered in this paper are very promising for neuroscientific research. For large Helisoma neurons, similarities with with electrophysiological techniques using glass pipettes (such as loose patch clamping) were already acknowledged by Regehr [2] . The simulation results and the experimental data indicate that the similarity also applies for smaller neurons, since sufficient sealing can be obtained for extracellular recording. However, a major difference with the loose patch clamp is the existence of a spatially extended sealing gap between membrane and subtrate. Furthermore, the geometry of the sealing gap is much more variable and can result in complete as well as defect sealing of the electrode. Finite-element modeling offers the advantage of easy representation of a variety of interface geometries, including complete and defect sealing. Additionally, the model presented in this paper permits a quantitative insight in the influence of channels distributions on shapes and amplitudes of extracellular recordings.
According to the simulations, the distribution of voltage gated channels plays a major role in the extracellular recording of bioelectical activity. A uniform distribution of channels results in mutual cancellation of the ionic and capacitive membrane currents (Fig. 3) . Variations in the channel distribution resulted in a diverse expression of bioelectrical activity in extracellular recordings due to local cancellation errors, as demonstrated for neuron-transistor couplings by Vassanelli and Fromherz [5] . The results indicate that small variations in the channel distribution, e.g., , are already sufficient for extracellular recordings of hundreds of microvolts amplitude (Figs. 4 and 8) .
In this paper, a uniform channel distribution in the lower membrane is assumed. Although this assumption is instructive with respect to the basic effect of accumulation and depletion of channels, it is more than likely that it does not hold for experimental situations. Based on the mobility of the channels in the membrane, as mentioned in Section I, the consequences of nonuniform channel distributions for extracellular recordings will be addressed below.
If the channels are immobilized to adhesion proteins in the membrane, the channels will be located at the focal adhesion points, which often occur at the outer edge of the sealing gap. Such channel distributions might not be very favorable for extracellular recording. Hence, when cell-substrate adhesion mechanisms might play a significant role, improvement of the neuronelectrode contact should concentrate on rejection or attraction of channels to the center of the interface by selection of suitable adhesion promotors.
When the distribution in the sealing gap is ruled by the interplay between diffusion and electrophoresis, a focus will be formed at the (electrical) center of the neuron-electrode interface.
This focus could be either a depletion or an accumulation of channels, since the direction of the current in the sealing gap depends on the initial distribution of channels. In case of an initial accumulation of Na channels in the lower membrane, an inward current will arise during an action potential. All positively charged channels will migrate toward the center of the sealing gap, which also contributes to the accumulation of Na channels and, in turn, to the inward current. This self-focussing effect, as proposed by Fromherz on a theoretical basis [11] , would result in channel distributions which are much more favorable than the distributions caused by immobilized channels. Using FEM, the effect of any of these channel distributions on the extracellular recordings can be modeled easily.
B. Estimation of Channel Distributions
Estimation of channel accumulation factors is performed by comparison of the lower membrane ionic current density, (14) , with the average ionic current density, (15) . The ratio between these current densities reflects the cancelation error in the lower membrane as a function of time. Since the lower membrane ionic current density is assumed to be uniformly distributed [(12) and (13)], the estimated accumulation factor, [see (17) ], explains the extracellular recording in terms of contributions from uniformly distributed channels over the lower membrane which can be depleted or accumulated.
In the simulations, the channels are also uniformly distributed over the lower membrane and accumulation factors are varied for one ion-specific channel at the time (Fig. 4) . However, even for these simple distributions, estimation of channel accumulation factors appeared to be delicate due to co-occuring ion-specific membrane currents. Accumulation of Na channels can be estimated when Na currents dominate the ionic membrane currents during the rising phase of the action potential. Estimation of the accumulation of K channels, however, requires additional techniques to separate the K currents from other ionic membrane currents. The use of a voltage-clamp intracellular stimulation mode in combination with selective channel blockers might solve this problem.
Another impeding factor for true estimation of channel accumulation factors is formed by defect sealing. It was demonstrated that this geometry not only decreased the observability of bioelectrical activity due to poor passive contact parameters (Fig. 5 ), but also due to high-frequency leakage (Fig. 6 ). Further study of these effects can reveal quantitatively how this high-frequency leakage is determined by the electrode impedance, the covered fraction of the electrode area and the thickness of the sealing gap.
C. Interpretation of Experimental Data
The presented experimental data are anecdotal and the extracellular recordings of neuron 1 suffer from a yet unexplained change in morphology, while the intracellular action potential remained unchanged. However, no change in the quality of the patch clamp or the passive neuron-electrode contact was observed that could compromise the validity of the measurements (Table I) . Furthermore, experimental data from neuron-electrode interfaces with complete sealing is sparse since these geometries are still hard to obtain. Hence, any opportunity to add more records to the literature should be taken at this stage.
Minimal attempt is made to let the modeled channel dynamics correspond to our specific experimental situation. As a result, the duration of the simulated intracellular action potential is longer than the measured action potentials. This difference is likely to be caused by the lack of fast delayed rectifier K currents in the model, which would also explain the difference between the experimental and simulated extracellular recording due to accumulation of K channels (Figs. 4 and 8) . Except for this difference, the shapes and amplitudes of the simulated extracellular potentials show similarity with experimental recordings, which indicates that the simulation results demonstrate a general effect of channel distributions, not specific for a particular type of neuron.
Although the measurements show similarity to the simulation results and can be explained in terms of estimated accumulation factors, this is not a solid proof that the extracellular potentials are indeed an effect of channel distributions, as proposed by the model. Other mechanisms that could induce these extracellular recordings should be considered as well. As a starting point in the identification of these mechanisms, it should be recognized that any recorded extracellular potential must be due to a current density in the sealing gap (Fig. 1) . If this potential is related to bioelectrical activity, the current density must flow through the lower membrane of the neuron. The simulation results, presented in this paper (Fig. 3, first column) confirm the conclusions drawn by Vassanelli and Fromherz [5] , that biolectrical activity will not result in a current density in the sealing gap as long as the membrane behavior is equal over the entire neuronal surface. Hence, any extracellular recording of biolelectrical activity must result from some altered local membrane behavior, with respect to the global membrane behavior. Several causes for altered local membrane behavior can exist: 1) altered local channel densities; 2) altered local membrane capacity; 3) altered local ion equilibrium potentials; and 4) altered local channel activations. These causes will be addressed briefly below.
The effect of altered local channel densities is studied in this paper, and appeared a possible explanation for the extracellular recordings. Furthermore, it is a likely cause since local variations in channel densities are reported in literature and several underlying mechanisms are proposed [6] - [11] .
An altered membrane capacity in the sealing gap would result in a cancelation error during the entire action potential, i.e., during both the Na and K current densities. Since the experimental data of neuron 2 show only cancelation errors during the falling phase of the action potential, altered membrane capacity cannot explain these extracellular recordings. Nevertheless, slight differences in the local membrane capacity can exist and their effect on the extracellular recording should be studied in more detail.
Local ion equilibrium potentials can be altered due to changes of the ion concentrations in the sealing gap, which are sometimes mentioned as a possible explanation for extracellular recordings. Since the volume of the sealing gap is very small, ion concentrations are considered to be altered easily. Since the extracellular concentration of K is very low (5 mM in our experiments), the K equilibrium potential is very sensitive for addition or removal of small amounts of K from the sealing gap. The experimental results of neuron 2 suggest an increased outward K current density through the lower membrane (Fig. 8) . Proposing the K equilibrium potential as an explanation for the extracellular recording, would require this potential to be more hyperpolarising and, hence, require a decreased K concentration in the sealing gap. Similarly, a decreased concentration of Na in the sealing gap would be required for explaining the decreased inward Na currents suggested by the experimental data from neuron 1. These required permanently or temporarily altered ion concentrations in the sealing gap are not necessarily consistent with the mechanisms for addition or removal of ions, such as the inward Na and outward K currents during an action potential, the NaK-pump and diffusion and electrophoresis from outside the sealing gap. Further research should be conducted on this topic.
Altered local activation of voltage-sensitive channels, is primairily caused by local membrane potentials. Due to a high resisitivity of the sealing gap, current densities through the lower membrane can result in substantially altered local membrane potentials and, hence, channel activations. Since the model, presented in this paper, computes local membrane potentials and channel activations, this mechanism is fully represented. However, the simulations with uniform channel distributions demonstrate that the local membrane potential in the sealing gap does not alter the behavior of the lower membrane sufficiently for recording bioelectrical activity.
As a preliminary conclusion, it can be stated that the channel distributions are the most simple and the most likely explanation for the extracellular recordings. However, further research should be conducted to obtain a final conclusion on the effects of other mechanisms. Of course, an independent method for determination of channel distributions in the lower membrane, such as fluorescent labeling, would provide strong evidence about their role in extracellular recording.
